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Importance of Groundwater
90% of Central
Valley residents rely
on groundwater for
at least part of their
drinking water
supply
Most unincorporated
communities are
100% reliant on
groundwater –
including many of
our small school
districts

Impacts of Poor Groundwater Management

Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA)
▪ Three-bill package: SB 1168 (Pavley),
AB 1739 (Dickinson), SB 1319 (Pavley)
▪ Signed by Governor Brown on September
16, 2014
▪ Objective: Ensure sustainable
management of groundwater resources
(basin is operated within its sustainable
yield) within 20 years, by avoiding
“undesirable results” that are significant
and unreasonable.
▪ Core Principle: Local control

6 Undesirable Results

Sustainable Yield: The maximum quantity of water that can be withdrawn
annually from a groundwater supply without causing an undesirable result.

GSAs: Groundwater Sustainability Agencies
Develop
Groundwater
Sustainability Plan
(GSP)

Administrative
fees and
assessments

GSAs’ Powers &
Responsibilities
Enforcement
actions

Adopt rules,
regulations, &
ordinances

Well registration,
metering,
reporting, monitoring

Regulate, limit or
suspend groundwater
production

Procure surface water
for replenishment

GSPs: GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY PLANS
1. Description of the plan area and basin setting: groundwater conditions,
water budget, hydrogeological conceptual model, management areas
2. Sustainability criteria: set sustainability goal, set minimum thresholds for
undesirable results, set measurable objectives
3. Projects and management actions: projects, management actions,
mitigation measures, monitoring plan
4. Monitoring network: how they will measure progress and collect data

Submit to Department of Water Resources (DWR) by January 2020 (or 2022)

Community Guide to Groundwater Markets
Goal: to provide an overview of some of the major elements to consider when
developing groundwater markets and to provide tools to help community
stakeholders engage in the process and hold decision makers accountable in
developing groundwater management strategies that are protective of community
needs.
Who:

What is a Groundwater Market?
Groundwater market: a system where groundwater
pumpers are able to trade all or part of their ability to pump
groundwater, also known as their groundwater allocation,
with other groundwater users within the boundaries of the
market.
➔

AKA “groundwater trading” “groundwater sharing”
“groundwater exchanging”

Potential Impacts to Drinking Water
Some potential impacts include but
are not limited to:
●
●
●

localized drying of community
and domestic wells
increased contamination levels
unaffordable water rates from
having to drill deeper wells, buy
bottled water, access alternative
sources of water, and increased
energy needed to pump
groundwater from lower strata
Figure adapted from Union of Concerned Scientists’ “Getting Involved in Groundwater” 2017.

Potential Benefits of a Groundwater Market

●

Creates a voluntary mechanism to reallocate groundwater

●

Can reduce the economic burden of forced reductions of
groundwater pumping on the agricultural industry

●

Can encourage water conservation

Key Steps to Implement a Groundwater Market
1) Understanding baseline conditions
2) Setting equitable & fair allocations
3) Establishing trading rules, incentives, & development of best practices
4) Establishing monitoring protocols and developing a system of triggers
5) Establishing a plan for interim solutions
6) Establishing transparent trading platform
7) Implementing the market.

Step 1) Understanding Baseline Conditions
●

Description of the plan area and
basin setting: groundwater
conditions, water budget,
hydrogeological conceptual
model, management areas

●

Sustainability criteria: set
sustainability goal, set minimum
thresholds for undesirable
results, set measurable
objectives
Why is this important?
➔ From the sustainable yield GSAs will establish “pumping cap”

Step 2) Setting Equitable & Fair Allocations
In order to determine groundwater
allocations, GSAs will need to:
●
●
●

Establish an extraction limit (pumping
cap)
Understand groundwater user needs
Understand legal requirements

Tools for addressing community
growth:
●
●
●
●

Local land use planning documents
Regional Transportation Plans
Municipal Service Reviews (MSRs)
Work with local government and
community groups

Recommendation: GSAs establish a “set-aside” amount of groundwater for
drinking water in order to meet public health and safety goals both now as well as
into the future. Remaining groundwater can then be allocated and traded in the
market. Each community can decide if they want to be participants in the market
and trade their allocation.

Step 3) Establishing Trading Rules, Incentives, and Best Practices
Management areas: sections within a GSA or basin that require special consideration
● could only allow trading within the management area or
● limit pumpers from purchasing extra credits outside of the management area, while still
allowing them to sell their credits to outside pumpers.
Subsidized market rates for unanticipated short-term drinking water needs: if a
community is a participant in the market, the GSA could designate a fund to support
subsidized rates for purchasing additional drinking water supplies in drought, or emergency,
scenarios
● Fund could come from other users in the market or from other sources
Incentivize groundwater recharge projects:
● GSA could offer incentive payments for locating a recharge site near a community reliant
on shallow drinking water wells

Incentivizing Recharge Projects

Step 4) Monitoring Protocols & System of Triggers
Elements to consider in a monitoring network:
●

●

Ability to detect and prevent use or
trading of groundwater that exceeds a
user’s allocation
In areas where drinking water is more
vulnerable:
○ Higher density of monitoring points
○ More frequent data collection of both
groundwater levels and quality for
contaminants of concern
○ Monitoring wells in shallow aquifer

A system of triggers that are tied to the
sustainable criteria and the monitoring
network act as a warning system so the
GSA has time to adjust actions in order to
prevent or mitigate impacts to drinking
water.

Step 5) Establishing a Plan for Interim Solutions
Solution

Problem

Options
Point-of-Use (POU)

Water quality
Interim solution

Bottled water
Access to
water

Water tank program with
bottled water
Water treatment system

Water quality
Alternate supply source
Permanent
solution

Lowering of well pump
Access to
water

Drill a new deeper well
Alternative water supply
source

Case Study: Kern County Well Mitigation Strategy
Agencies involved: Rosedale Rio-Bravo Water
Storage District, Kern County Water Agency, Pioneer
Project Recovery Participants, and Kern Water Bank
Authority.
If the well failure was caused by the district’s actions,
the district is committed to implementing a
combination of the following:
● Providing short term emergency water supply to
domestic well owners
● Providing funds to lower well pump or drill a
deeper well
● Providing funds to connect to a water provider
● Providing an alternative water supply
● Reduce recovery pumping as necessary to avoid
the impact

Step 6) Establishing Transparent Trading Platform
& Step 7) Implementing the Market
Recommendations for building trust:
●

●

Use data and stakeholder-driven process for developing allocations and
structure/rules of market
Develop transparent data sharing and trading platforms
○

●
●
●

Example: if using a website to facilitate trades allow all members of the public to access —
even those not making trades

Have a transparent decision making structure and clear leadership
Abide by the Brown Act for all meetings and public materials
Evaluate mechanisms that can be built into the system that allow for flexibility
to adjust over time, to account for changing climatic conditions, and
incorporate learning

Key Takeaways
➢

Engage community throughout program design and implementation.

➢

Allocations account for community drinking water needs. We recommend that GSAs
establish a “set-aside” amount of groundwater to adequately meet public health and
safety, as well as drinking water needs.

➢

Use management tools (management areas) and incentive-based strategies
(incentivizing groundwater recharge to improve groundwater levels near shallow wells)

➢

Monitoring networks are in place to ensure that the market is running well and is not
resulting in adverse impacts to groundwater quality and/or groundwater levels.

➢

Implement an early warning system to anticipate potential negative impacts

➢

Implement interim and long-term solutions protect drinking water users.

➢

Communicate and translate technical information to stakeholders (i.e., workshops in
Spanish-speaking and rural communities).

How to Get Involved in Your GSA
●

Find your GSA by entering your
home address in the GSA Map
Viewer at: sgma.water.ca.gov

●

Add yourself to your GSA’s
interested parties list

●

Learn more about protecting drinking
water in SGMA by reading through
resources

●

Participate in your GSA to advocate
on behalf of your community’s
drinking water needs.

Panel on Protecting Drinking Water in
Groundwater Markets and Best Practices
Panelists:
Stephanie Anagnonson,
Director of Water and Natural Resources for Madera County
Nell Green Nylen,
Senior Research Fellow with the Wheeler Water Institute in the
Center for Law, Energy & the Environment (CLEE) at Berkeley Law

WelcomeCHALLENGES
to the Sun Valley
GROUNDWATER
Agriculture
Groundwater Sustainability Agency
Groundwater Market Game

Groundwater Market Game
Experience different groundwater markets scenarios
• Developed by a research partnership between the Environmental Defense Fund and
the University of Michigan in response SGMA
• We will play a total of 5 rounds. Each round simulates one year of groundwater use.
Round 1 & 2

Round 3*

Round 4*

Round 5*

Open Access
(Prior to SGMA)

Historical Allocation

Groundwater Market
without rules for
drinking water users

Groundwater Markets
with rules for drinking
water users

* Rounds 3, 4, and 5: SGMA is in place

Sun Valley GSA

